a-ARM: Automatic Rhodopsin Modeling with Chromophore Cavity Generation, Ionization State Selection, and External Counterion Placement.
The Automatic Rhodopsin Modeling (ARM) protocol has recently been proposed as a tool for the fast and parallel generation of basic hybrid quantum mechanics/molecular mechanics (QM/MM) models of wild type and mutant rhodopsins. However, in its present version, input preparation requires a few hours long user's manipulation of the template protein structure, which also impairs the reproducibility of the generated models. This limitation, which makes model building semiautomatic rather than fully automatic, comprises four tasks: definition of the retinal chromophore cavity, assignment of protonation states of the ionizable residues, neutralization of the protein with external counterions, and finally congruous generation of single or multiple mutations. In this work, we show that the automation of the original ARM protocol can be extended to a level suitable for performing the above tasks without user's manipulation and with an input preparation time of minutes. The new protocol, called a-ARM, delivers fully reproducible (i.e., user independent) rhodopsin QM/MM models as well as an improved model quality. More specifically, we show that the trend in vertical excitation energies observed for a set of 25 wild type and 14 mutant rhodopsins is predicted by the new protocol better than when using the original. Such an agreement is reflected by an estimated (relative to the probed set) trend deviation of 0.7 ± 0.5 kcal mol-1 (0.03 ± 0.02 eV) and mean absolute error of 1.0 kcal mol-1 (0.04 eV).